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Introduction

In presenting this issue of the Journal devoted to music and the
expressive arts in general, we hope to emphasize the role of the
arts in American Indian life: past, present, and future. The arti
cles and poems presented here address themselves to important
musical events and processes both archaic and ongoing.

Although several previous authors have dismissed Indian music
from the realm of "art music" because they viewed it primarily
as "functional;' the authors in this collection present evidence
of spiritual, aesthetic, and creative values inherent in the music
itself. The music and musicians are honored and esteemed by
the Indian people who are both the practitioners and benefici
aries.

"The Study of Indian Music" attempts to outline both the
advantages and disadvantages of studying one's own culture.
Although Indian people are usually better prepared intellec
tually and physically to research their own people, sometimes
social constraints influence their access to information and their
subsequent presentation of the results of the study. The conclu
sion is that Indian people are the appropriate reporters and
analyzers of their own cultures.

Paul Humphreys' work, "The Tradition of Song Renewal among
the Pueblo Indians of North America;' shows the insights that
a sensitive composer and performer can bring to the study of
Indian music. After Humphreys listened, learned, and sang
with several Pueblo composers to learn their ideas and tech
niques, he composed a song to see what an Indian musician
would do with it. This synthetic method produced results that
were surprising both to the researcher and to the Pueblo com
poser, proving once again the unpredictability of true creativity.

Richard Keeling's analysis, "The 'Sobbing' Quality in a Hupa
Brush Dance Song;' grew out of two years' fieldwork and addi
tional archival research on Hupa music. While he was sup
ported by matching grants from the National Endowment for
the Arts and the American Indian Studies Center, UCLA, Keel
ing compiled a comprehensive collection of Northwest Califor
nia sound recordings. The systematic comparison of old and
new performances along with sound registrations produced
graphically by machine indicated a Brush Dance aesthetic far
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removed from Western musical practice. In fact, the musical and
spiritual parameters seemed to coincide. Purification, emotional
state, and relation to the universe all combined to produce the
vocal technique of 'sobbing.'

David Draper's study, "Abba Isht Tuluwa: Christian Hymns of
the Mississippi Choctaw," presents the history of Choctaw hymn
singing and compares it with hitla tuluwa, or non-Christian sing
ing of the Mississippi Choctaw. Because previous work on Choc
taw hymns has been very general, Draper has chosen to focus
on the repertoire and to analyze specific representative pieces.
His contribution recognizes that change is inevitable and rein
forces native values along with Christianity.

My article on Cherokee music history attempts to use the
ethno-historical approach to illuminate past accounts of Cher
okee music written by soldiers, travelers, and missionaries. "Can
Ethnohistory Help the Ethnomusicologist?" was begun in 1973
at the Newberry Library and subsequently finished on a post
doctoral fellowship at the Newberry Center for the History of
the American Indian in 1979. Current Cherokee musical practice
in Oklahoma is used as the framework for interpreting the his
torical accounts. I hope that other ethnomusicologists and Indian
scholars can benefit from the synthesis and analysis presented
in this history.

During James R. Young's four years as editor and publications
coordinator of the American Indian Studies Center, the Journal
was recast into its present form; several series were revitalized;
new series were started; and the publications unit was reorga
nized to achieve its current standing. Those of us who worked
with Jim and enjoyed the publications he edited owe him a debt
of gratitude.

William Oandasan, whose poetry appears throughout this
issue, joins the Journal as editor replacing James R. Young. He
is the author of A Branch of California Redwood, published by the
Center in 1981. Of Yuki Indian and Pilipino descent, Bill com
bines the skills of an editor with the artistry of the poet. It is
fitting that this first issue under his editorship be on the expres
sive arts. We welcome him.

Charlotte Heth
Guest Editor on American Indian

Musicology
Director, American Indian

Studies Center
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